MAXIMISE FLEET EFFICIENCIES AND REDUCE COSTS
ACROSS YOUR ORGANISATION

www.pro-cloud-fleet.org

With over 20 years’ of experience and successful business across
the UK you can really rely on CSS and the Pro-Cloud Fleet solution,
with a proven track record of assisting companies just like yours to
obtain business efficiencies and cost savings.
Our customer retention is excellent with many of our customers
continuing to utilise our services year on year, trusting in us to
keep giving them the software and support they need to run their
business in the most efficient way.
Our customer portfolio is extensive with over 60 customers to
date, including local authorities, NHS trusts, blue light services and
private business.

Pro-Cloud Fleet is a specialist fleet management and telematics software platform, enabling
fleet managers to take control of their operations, improving efficiencies throughout the
organisation in which they work. Scalable to any business size or fleet of vehicles, Pro-Cloud
Fleet has been developed with the end user in mind, improving everyday working lives for
everyone involved.
Implementing a fleet and telematics solution will increase fuel economy, reduce insurance
premiums, decrease accidents/risks and increase productivity throughout a workforce.
The benefits of using Pro-Cloud Fleet are endless and include:
Vehicle logging and maintenance updates
Improved end of life lease management
Tracked driver and vehicle histories
Visible driver administration
Geo-fence perimeter capabilities
Monitored driver behaviour
In-depth driver analysis
Real-time route tracking
Monitored fuel usage and purchases
Vehicle analysis and comparisons
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Automate your fleet management tasks and keep your workforce
motivated with a software solution that can be accessed anytime,
anywhere. Fully responsive and easy to use Pro-Cloud Fleet can
be used across all platforms and any mobile device.

CLOUD-BASED
Pro-Cloud Fleet is hosted by the market leader Rackspace,
resulting in system excellence, achieving zero downtime in
4 years. Being cloud based results in easy accessibility and
systematic software updates.

SIMPLE TO USE
Our team have worked hard to provide an interface that
is aesthetically pleasing to look at and easy to navigate
around. Within no time at all your business will be
reaping the benefits that Pro-Cloud Fleet brings.

DEVICE AGNOSTICISM
We make sure all our systems can be used with
ease across all platforms and mobile devices
hence the time spent in making Pro-Cloud Fleet
fully responsive and operational.

DATA SECURITY
The problems incurred by a data security breach can be endless, which
is why we have the best possible security processes. We are proud to
be IGSoc Level 3 and GDPR compliant, meaning we have the correct
procedures in place to manage and protect data effectively.

UNLIMITED USERS
No matter what modules you invest in we always work
on a subscription price model that enables unlimited
users, wherever they are located to sign up from your
organisation.
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Feature Rich Portfolio
No matter how big or small your fleet is the Pro-Cloud Fleet platform will help you keep
control of your everyday fleet tasks. The comprehensive solution will ensure real-time
visibility of your fleet, making sure you are always aware of vital information and are always
getting the most out of your workforce.

Fleet Management
Bring instant visualisation to your owned, leased or hired fleet in one
simple to use interface. Our fleet management module takes care of day
to day maintenance management, including servicing and repairs. Driver
behaviour is monitored, with full tracking and vehicle histories, including
mileage usage.

Telematics
Through the use of our advanced telematics devices, fleet efficiency
indications and vehicle tracking links seamlessly with fleet management.
A device is fitted to each vehicle in a fleet, which instantly transmits the
data required, linking back to the Pro-Cloud Fleet system in real-time.

Accident Management
In-built accident management allows real-time recording of all important
information to ensure claim headaches are dealt with as they should be.
Incidents can be recorded immediately via our dedicated app, enabling
personnel to deal with it as soon as possible, decreasing vehicle downtime
throughout a business.

Management Reporting
Reporting across your entire business from our Pro-Cloud Fleet platform
is simple with Microsoft Power Business Intelligence. With pre-built and
custom made reports you can easily visualise and compare KPI’s, fleet
servicing failure rates, vehicle repair times and repair costs on a single
dashboard from the click of a button.
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OUR SERVICES
Implementation Process
We have vigorous procedures in place to make sure Pro-Cloud Fleet gets implemented in the most
proficient manner possible. From proposal acceptance our standard project timeline is 16 weeks. Our
project delivery team work with you throughout, making sure you are kept informed from business
discovery right through to the go live date.

Business Consultancy is offered throughout the Pro-Cloud
Fleet process. Our delivery personnel have years of experience
in what they do and are experts in advising organisations in a
variety of software matters.
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Training Services
We want to make sure our software is used to its optimum, which is why
we recommend a certain amount of face-to-face training days depending
on business size. This training will enable personnel to begin using
Pro-Cloud Fleet instantaneously and can take place either in our offices or
at a location that suits you.
After go live you will have access to our e-learning pathways and help guide
materials.

Customer Support
Customer support via our online ticketing system and telephone comes as
standard. Our helpdesk, Zendesk, deals with all Pro-Cloud Fleet queries,
with a full auditable ticketing trail in email form for peace of mind for both
parties. If immediate assistance is required, you also have the option to
use our Live Chat service.

API Integration
With the capability of integrating with a variety of sources our project delivery team
will discuss in detail what internal systems need to be integrated into Pro-Cloud
Fleet and will make sure they communicate effectively together before go live day.

Hardware
To maximise the vehicle data transmitted across a fleet we have made sure only the most
advanced telematics device is used for all contracts that sign up to Pro-Cloud Fleet. The
recommended device is a highly featured vehicle tracking device, incorporating the very
latest technology options.

Hosting
On initial Pro-Cloud Fleet discovery meetings our team will recommend that
Pro-Cloud Fleet is hosted in the ‘Cloud’ through our own EU hosted servers. Our
cloud based solution is a fully redundant server architecture provided/managed by
the market leader, Rackspace.
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“ We procured the services of CSS and TCES in April 2018, the whole process and experience has
been positive.

We were initially advised that an implementation of such a service is recommended and envisaged to
take a minimum of 5 months. Ceredigion County Council were in such a predicament that this length
of time was not an option. This was discussed in length with CSS and unbelieveably we managed to
implement this service in under 3 weeks. The company used all their resources and man power to aid
in this process and made the whole process extremely organised, stress-free and efficient. The process
allowed our service to remain functional, maintain service standard and ultimately did not have a
negative effect on our service users.
My initial concern when procuring the ‘new’ system was the training aspect - training for internal staff
and the prescribers using the system. Again, CSS made this process extremely easy and stress free.
They provided us with enough man power and resources to carry out the training process for all staff
in fewer than 6 working days. We could not ask for better!

Implementing this system has allowed our service to finally become ‘paper-free’. We no longer require
the use of paper prescriptions and all delivery staff are able to use their hand held devices effectively
and efficiently.
This has greatly reduced the amount of admin work required by the office staff and most
communication between our service staff and clinicians/prescribers can be done online. As with
every new implementation, we have and continue to experience the odd ‘hick-up’ and glitch. This was
envisaged and understandably unavoidable in areas. The customer services team and IT support have
been excellent for us and issues are looked at and sorted in a timely manner. They remain in constant
communication with us and feedback at every opportunity. Again reducing the amount of stress for
staff members and prescribers.
I would highly recommend this service to others and our service has certainly gained from procuring
this system. The whole experience has been positive!

“

Ywain ap Dylan ICES Manager, Ceredigion County Council
(Ceredigion ICES: Ceredigion Independent Living Centre)
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Some of our customers:

Procurement Options

Gov.uk G-Cloud Framework

Tender Process

Public sector organisations can use the
digital marketplace to find us and the
services we provide.

CSS are subscribed to all tender sites to
make sure opportunities aren’t missed.
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